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  Last Episode we left Phil Randall heading for the Derby pub after  completing the 
first leg of his 1960 round Australia trip in his FE Holden . Fortunately this time a 
couple of photos exist but  a few from the internet have been included as well to set 
the scene.   
  I had arrived in Derby after a generally enjoyable trip from Sydney with good company, unfortunately my travelling 
companion had to leave me at Wyndham and I travelled the last leg on my own. See last months story . 

I found my brother; things were much as he had told me except that nothing was happening in the pet food business.  
The boss was in Perth following up on the market and we didn’t have the orders for more stock.  A local station owner had pre-
arranged and corralled a number of scrub bulls for us and wanted us to manage them. A couple of his ringers came out to help 
us. 

Scrub Bulls were once domestic cattle that escape 
from the stations and adapted quickly to the Australian 
landscape. These feral animals are routinely culled as they can 
introduce disease and undesirable genes into stations breeding 
stock. 

When I think back I cringe a bit. We were going to treat 
them like they did the kangaroos,  shoot them, chop them up on the 
spot and hang the four quarters in the freezer van, leaving the rest 
on the ground.  It didn’t happen, the first two succumbed ok but the 
rest did not like the smell of blood or death and reacted quite 
violently.  It was not going to happen, we left the lot where they were and called it a day.  What happened to the wild cattle I 
don’t know, but it was customary to control numbers by simply shooting them and leaving them where they fell. 

 
 Word was coming through from Perth that things were not going well.  There was no money, no wages and no killing. 

I still had some money but bro had nothing. 
We were living in some old outhouses on the former pig farm where the abattoir was situated.  I didn’t feel 

comfortable being there when nothing was happening and we got permission to pitch a tent on a half cleared block just out of 
town. There was a lot of wood on the block and we cut and delivered a bit for the local publican. 

 
My  long suffering car was not to give us any sort of a break. I realised why the back window had blown out.  The roof 

was not properly attached to the rest of the car.  It looked like a half hearted roof replacement at some time and the welding 
was only on the outside, hence the roof was moving around.  My brother, the all round tradesman that he was, decided to weld 

THE ‘Y’ CHRONICLES 
By Phil Randall 

Derby  Wharf in the 
foreground and Town on 
the peninsular jutting out 
into the Sound. Internet pic  
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it up properly.  Unfortunately he didn’t remove the head 
lining and within minutes the interior of the car was in 
flames.   But fortune strikes (Read Fickle and Darst) and 
the lady of the house was washing some clothes in a handy 
tub right next to us. He threw the water into the car and 
miraculously it put out the fire.  He completed the welding.  
It looked a bit rougher but continued to serve its purpose.  

 In addition the bulldust had not been kind to the 
engine, it still ran ok but had no compression.  The old 
style oil bath air filter is totally unsuitable for the level of 
dust that poured through the engine compartment  day after 
day.  

FE Holden engine compartment  with 
the prominent oil bath air filter , also the engine 
breather on the rocker cover. This  only had a 
rudimentary  filter to stop dust getting into the sump and 
the complete absence of any sort of oil filter at all. I bet 
Phil’s never looked this good   .     Internet pic  . 

      Derby  had some similarities to Darwin, there 
was a resident population and an itinerant under 
lay.   As we were not part of the establishment 
we were naturally drawn to the casual contacts, 
and the possibility of a meal or a few beers 
always achieved a nod of approval.  (These small 
outback towns have a strong class structure that 
is not usually evident to the casual passerby until 
they inadvertently cross a boundary Ed )   
      A supply ship arrived on a weekly basis and 
had to be unloaded etc . The ship came in with 
the tide, sat on the mud for half a day and went 
out on the tide, and our little group of dock 
workers duly unloaded and loaded as required.  
 

Oil Bath Aircleaners   
These where standard for the day  .   

They sat on top of the carburettor and had a 
strainer of coarse steel wool  in the upper section 
over a shallow dish of oil. Air entered from the 
top down to the oil and did a sharp u turn back 
up through the mesh before entering the engine. 
The idea was “rocks “intrained in the air was 
thrown out during the sudden turn in direction 
landing in the oil and sinking to the bottom . The 
air during its doubling back picked up some oil 
depositing it in the strainer material in the hope 
that all dust in the air would stick to it and slide 
back  down to the reservoir. To work they 
required regular cleaning and checking of the oil 
level. , often neglected being  messy and time 
consuming . While much better than nothing 
they could not filter out the very fine dust found 
in dry areas of Australia. In fact only a few years 
before some English cars had no aircleaner at all. 
just a thing like a small upsidedown saucer above the carby to stop water and stones going in . In those day 50,000 miles 
before the engine needed reconditioning was considered a good run for some models. The next model Holden had paper 
elements and were much more efficient being true filters. Special paper is used in which the gap between the fibres is no 
more than about 5 micron  so the dust is actually trapped by getting stuck in the holes. Of course as the dust builds up the 
restriction slowly builds up till it reduces the engine performance. Servicing is simple and cheap just involving fitting a new 
element If this is done at the recommended intervals restriction is not a problem. 

 A Few  Pointers . Do not blow out the element with compressed air it opens up the holes in the pores and ruins it. 
Stick with good quality elements,  OEM or Ryco you get what you pay for with cheap ones. Good ones have an efficiency of 
better than 99.9 % . It can take as little as 50 gm of dust to wear out an engine.      Holden went to paper element filters  for  
the FB in 1960 and full flow oil filters with EH in 1963      Warwick Bryce 

Derby Wharf at low tide .With tides up  
to 11 metre  it dictated ship movements .  
Phil found casual employment  on this wharf.  
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 Between casual employment the rest of the time they vegetated in a bush camp.  We were invited for  drinks now and 
again, and of course duly accepted. There was plenty of beer to drink and as the funds faded a bit between ships they reverted 
to backstop no1.  There was a 200L drum of methylated spirits!!, which had lasted for quite a while and would continue to do 
so.  Tried it!  Of course I did!, even with orange juice, but it wasn’t going to happen,  one taste was more than enough. 

 
There was a  group of men hunting crocodiles (before they were protected) and they had 
pretty much shot just about anything that could crawl east of Darwin and were fixed on 
doing the same at Derby. The skins were worth a lot of money so we sort of threw 
ourselves in with them, though not very successfully. There is a bit of an art, row along 
the river bank until the eyes of the croc are visible in the spotlight, calm and steady till 
we are within six feet of the monster. One shot between the eyes with a high powered 
rifle, then two native boys jump into the water and grab the body before it sinks, unless it 
is on the mud, and heft it into the boat.  We wounded one and he took off through the 
mangroves with me behind him torch in one hand and rifle in the other.  He was pretty 
quick and  I couldn’t get another shot.  You can’t actually run through mangroves and I 
lasted about 20 metres, the slitherer had won that round.  
 The skull and jaw bones of a 2 1/2 m croc we shot in a billabong  My rife is on 
the tree. The width of the skin flattened out generated the price Phil Randall photo  

Crocodile hunting was banned in Australia in 1971 but illegal hunting continued 
into the 1980 

             At this point in time they had almost exhausted the place and were 
leaving for better pickings.  There was a bit of a breakaway group that were not moving 
on and we tried again in some of the larger billabongs.   A lot of effort for little return 
and living like gypsies wasn’t a lot of fun and didn’t have much future. 

  Not to be daunted, while we 
waited on the pet food business recommencing, we thought we could 
capitalise on the abundance of barramundi  that come into Derby and its 
creeks to feed in the mangroves and go out again with the tide (there is an 
enormous tide in and out of Derby).  We had access to a row boat and a 
crude piece of net at the piggery and borrowed a small trailer mounted 
freezer. The plan was fairly simple, wait for the tide to come in and stop, 
row across one of the muddy creeks and stretch out the net. Let the tide 
go out and pick the fish out of the net like apples off a tree. Worked well 
the first time, but we didn’t figure in the crocks, who saw our venture as a 
smorgasbord of delight. I chased one away by hitting it on the head with 
the boar oar.  I don’t remember if we had decided on what to do with the 
fish if we caught enough of them.  The market at the pub was extremely 
limited. 

 Crocs like Barra too.       

      There were a lot of wild pigs in the area and their food was 
scarce, the grass had all gone and they were not in good condition.  We 

had access to the freezer, it was getting around to Xmas.  We canvassed the residents of Derby as to who would like a fresh 
pork leg or roll for xmas.   The response was promising.   We found an old trailer on the pig farm and set off to get some pigs.  
It was pretty easy,  bro chased the pigs across open county in the ute till they tired a bit and I jumped out of the ute and picked 
them up one by one and threw them in the trailer until we had a trailer full. We built a corral next to a water hole, shot some 
wild donkeys and proceeded to fatten them up.  We brought them in to the pig farm and managed to get the food scrap tins 
from the hotel and the public works department accommodation and all was going well.  The time came and we butchered and 
dressed them as required and put them in the freezer.    But life is never that simple, we knew the fridge was losing gas as it 

could be smelt slightly at 
times, ammonia is hard 
to hide.  We lost 
refrigeration altogether 
and inevitably had to 
throw the whole lot 
away in one big bonfire.. 
 
Wild pigs at a waterhole 
in the Kimberly   
Pic  Agric WA gov  
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The year had faded, the wet had arrived, the grass was now feet high and little happens during the wet.  There is an 
island just outside Derby called Cockatoo Island where 
iron ore is mined, they are always looking for labour and 
it seemed to be a solution to some of our problems.  We 
would sit out the season and return when the pet food 
business was ready to go again. 

We duly signed up and flew out to the island.  I 
didn’t tell them I was a fitter come machinist; actually I 
wanted to drive a truck.  They put me in the bomb squad, 
we drilled holes endlessly and filled them with 
ammonium nitrate and diesel oil topped of with a stick of 
gelignite.  When the time was right they fired the area 
and hundreds of tons of almost pure iron ore was ready 
for loading.  The lumps that were too large to load were 
drilled and fired with lesser charges. The ore is so pure it 
can be  arc welded together.  

There were 3 face shovels, a Marion and two 
Bucyrus's, they needed drivers and greasers.  For what 
reason,  I cant remember but I became a greaser, bit of a 
doddle, when there was a bit of a lull in the trucks I had 
to run around with the grease gun and run up the boom 
with a pot of thick tar and a stick and paint the boom 
control gears.                   Face Shovel loading a dumper  with iron ore on Cockatoo island , Yampi 1953    

                           Pic from dead internet site..  Phil reckons  he might have worked on this one . 
Well !!, one shift, one of the tracks came off the driving gear, the fitters turned up and fiddled around.  Me being me, I 

poked my bib in a bit,  and with the fitters help I replaced the track.  My secret was out and the maintenance engineer wanted 
me in the workshop.  At about the same time we received a squad of fitters from Whyalla to overhaul one of the shovels.  I 
relented and joined them. 

 

  Cockatoo Island is about a mile or two in diameter containing our rooms (dongas as they are called) the quarry and 
the club.  Work, drink and become 
bored.  Good money to be made, but 
easy to lose it in the card school if you 
are that way inclined. 
 

Cockatoo island mining operations 
1951 to 1985 . Cutting away the side of 
the island straight into the ship . You 
can see operations have gone below sea 
level .  Today not much is left but the 

airport and a defunct resort.  
 

     The wet season is very humid, rainy, and heat rashes are common.  The 
isolation brings out the best and worst in people.  My wish to drive a truck didn’t 
happen.   I stayed for a few months, it had its moments but couldn’t last. I blotted my 
copy book a bit, caught having a quick zizz in the corner. It was time to move on.. 

My brother stayed for a number of years and was a well respected truck driver 
trainer. 

Phil’s  accomodation on cockatoo island . These single man’s Dongas  were 
pretty basic . He acquired a fridge and radio , these were normally traded 
around when people came and went   Phil Randall photo  

  
So thanks to Phil for a wonderful story. Wouldn’t it be great if he could get 

behind the controls of a couple of the machines at the club just so he can tick off a 
couple of wishes from his bucket list . 
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An Interesting Steam Model  
 Len Brighton reports  - A friend  had a model steam 
engine that  belonged to his father and he has no use 
for it so it has just found a new home . All I know 
apart from the dimensions below is that its at least 40 
years old but couldn’t get any details re the maker or 
year of manufacture. It might be a kit job. 
Engine total height 195mm 
Width of engine base 55mm 
Flywheel diameter 85mm 
Boiler (including chimney) 400mm high 
Boiler diameter 100mm 
 The sight glass shows boiler water level. 
The 4 wick burner runs on metho. 
      Studying the photo shows the cylinder ,  base, 
and Flywheel are iron castings supporting the belief 
that it may be a bit more than just  scratch made . 
 The generator under the cover is clearly from a 
push bike headlight.. 
     Actually Model Engineer Forums 
mention that some of the miniature generator on sale for use with models actually have the workings of a bike generator 
concealed inside a mock vintage style housing so this is not out of character. They suggests if the readers need to know the 
rpm they do their own calculations . So out to the bike shed with a ruler . 

With the recent easing of restrictions a few volunteers have been getting down to our grounds but 
we are not open to the public so not really back into full swing . Consequently this month is more 
reporting what members and others in the Machinery Preservation movement have been up to. 
Hopefully the next Steam Supreme , the  600 th issue  and my  132 nd, will be more “Around the 
Club” orientated.    Contributions welcome 
                  Your Editor  Warwick Bryce  
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That is What 
I call a Lathe!  
I got a call the other 
day from our 
miniature traction 
engine man John 
Sparks informing us 

that his offsider Cecil  Lieschke was involved in the disposal of a large 
lathe type machine that might interest our boys from the Vintage Work 
shop. Just what it was no one was sure but  the distinguishing features 
where a headstock at each end and left and right hand saddles / tool posts.  
   Now the mention of headstocks each end caught my attention because 
that is characteristic of crankshaft grinders and you know how handy one 
of those would be ? John sent through some pictures and it was obvious 
there were no chucks let alone the offset ones crank grinder have for 
setting the throw.   This pic of Cecil standing in front of the right hand 
headstock gives some idea of the size of the machine and it’s 
massive construction.  
 Not having any idea of what it was made for I got on to John 
Horwood who offered . “ I’ve been around machine tools - standard and 
bespoke - also been involved in the design of many one-offs - but I’ve 
never seen anything like that. “ but he made some astute observations . 
“Craven were well known for their heavy duty lathes and other machine 
tools but a ‘lathe’ this one is not - or not by my definition.  

Both “headstocks”  (no chucks / faceplate / work holding fixtures) , appear to be single speed - possibly worm-reduction 
drive?) and fixed. 

The control box says “Headstock Traverse” - singular - suggesting that one is mobile and the other is fixed.  
Also says "Main Motor” - not motors. Maybe a hydraulic prime mover pump driving both “Headstocks”? 
Of interest is that the full length feedscrew is a multiple start Acme thread - 2 to 4 starts.   

 Measurements reveal the generator  turns 35 times for each turn of the 
wheel so this gives 2,500 rpm of the generator at 10 km/h . Looking at the 
pulleys used on the model suggests  the steam engine would have to do 
about 400 rpm to light the globe if you want more than just a dull glow. I 
expect this would be no trouble for this engine. 

  The boiler looks like some kind of non complying kettle  with 
no obvious safety valve but it does have a sight glass and from 

it’s capacity looks like it would run for some time before refilling. The 
burner has 4 wicks and holds quite a lot of metho.  
   Quite an interesting working vintage model if viewed in the light of an 
example of what could done in the days of limited resources and funds. 
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Unlike a conventional lathe feedscrew, suggests rapid longitudinal traverse only.  Is this the headstock traverse mentioned 
above?   “Cross slides” appear to be associated with each “Headstock” - LH and RH. 
Why? 
Not the foggiest idea but I'd like to know what it was designed for.  
It has the “gut feel” of something to do with crankshafts circa WWII. Good luck”.jh  
 
           So with that I contacted Clive Windley Foreman of our Vintage Workshop . 
  “Craven machine tools are always gigantic. So there is agreement on that . In some  of 
our clubs engineering magazines there are pictures in advertisements for Craven machines 
and they are HUGE.  I recall a picture of a milling machine and the table is about 20 feet 
in diameter and the machine stands about 20 feet high as well. 
  You can't tell from these pics if there is enough there for it to work.  You'd have 
to go there and spend a couple of days and see if  it did work by hooking the motor up and 
trying to run it.” Anyway Clive concludes it would be more than we could handle and 
anyway we would need more space”  All good points . 
  So not one to give up it was back to the internet and eventually got the feeling I was 
getting close in  the field of specialized railway workshop equipment . Eventually here it 
was . Or at least an Indian version of the same machine. Once a picture was found that 
showed a set of railway wagon wheels and axles mounted in the machine it became 
apparent what it was for .   

It is obviously a very 
specialized machine, an 
Axle Turning and 
Burnishing Lathe .Only 
capable of turning down 
and then smoothing off 
the worn ends of railway 
wagon axles  without 
having to press the 
wheels off the axle.  The 
2 headstocks are 
necessary to hold and 
drive the axle while the 
left and right hand tool 
posts are required 
because you cannot get 
the saddle past the wheels 
to the other end.  
What it is doing in a shed 

north of Albury is a bit of a puzzle obviously not it’s original place of work because of lack of gantries and space for handling 
railway axles. It is hard to see what else it could be used for!  Interesting as it may be not something that compliments our 
vintage workshop but it is great the thought was there. What a wonderful hobby with all these knowleagble members willing to 
have a chat and share their interest at a time when many of us are suffering from the boredom  and loneliness of isolation. 
Warren Hicks  
Following  Last months write up about Warren Hicks and his passion for vintage machinery there has certainly been a lot of 

discussion through the vintage community. His interests and reputation 
were well known through the vintage motor bike fraternity but it has 
become obvious that it was  much more wide spread than that. 
Preservationists seems to like a story about a colleague who had the 
foresight to spent  much of their life rescuing derelict machinery at a time 
when it was regarded as just rubbish,  preserving it then drip feeding it 
back into the vintage movement to the right people at the right time who 
would do something with it thereby assuring its survival . 
 This side of Warren certainly created discussion around the traps to the 
extent that Steam Supreme has been asked for more details.  

 Here is a better photo of Warren apologies for the poor one in 
last issue.     Internet  pic  no obvious credit available.  

    To this end  information and pics of our car  have been sent to the 
Editor of Veteran Car Club of Australia ( Victoria )  who,  in conjunction  
with steam car guru Janes McInnes, are going to do a bit  on Warren and 
the White he gave us.  Incidentally James pointed out our car is actually 
an early 1909 model we have been a bit misled by 1908 painted on the      
” radiator” actually the condenser .  
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Loco Hydraulic Drive  
 At long last the new Danfloss hydraulic pump , bell housing and 
flexible drive plate are fitted to our 3 cylinder D722 Kubota engine 
for the new loco. It is a variable displacement  swash plate pump . 
With the control in the mid position the swashplate  has no offset so 
does not pump any oil but does not let any through either so the 
engine idles under no load and the loco wheels are locked similar to a 
car in park. As the control lever is moved forward oil starts flowing 
one way causing the train to move forward the speed determined by 
the position of the lever . Moving the lever too far forward too 
quickly will overload the engine causing it to bog down once the 
point is reached that the governor is at full fuel. Similar to trying to 
move off a manual car in top gear. It is a case of matching the 
position of the lever to the desired speed of the train and the 
acceleration required to the  power of the engine.  Slowing down 
requires progressively moving the lever back to give  the degree of overrun braking  that matches the desired retardation rate. 
Slamming it back too quick will over rev the engine or skid the wheels . Just the same as if you pulled an auto car back to Low 
at highway speed . ( not possible theses days with electronic override.)  Reverse responds just the same but with the lever in 
that position the oil is simply directed through the wheel motors in the other direction. Talking of overrides we have specified 
two. A Neutral Start safety switch which only allows the engine to start in Park .  A Neutral Override will be wired in to the 
drivers and guards Emergency Stop button which in addition to turning off the engine puts the hydraulic pump in neutral 
irrespective of the position of the drivers  control. . A manually operated tow valve will also be arranged so in the even of the 
engine konking out the loco can be towed  by allowing the oil to bypass the pump.  Overall a highly sophisticated system that 
will be easy to drive but will operate a bit differently to what you are used to with your car.   
 
A New Drain for the Lake  
    For years now there has been trouble with the drain for the lake periodically blocking allowing the water to get so high it 
raises the water table making our grassed areas boggy . This was particularly evident at our last rally when  the soft ground cut 

up prevented Aaron Morris from craning  a 
number of  engines into their allocated 
display compounds.  
The trouble seemed to be insufficient fall on 
the overflow pipe allowing it to silt up and 
block. With a bit of time on his hands during 
the lockdown he was determined to fix it 
properly so he bit the bullet and cut a much 
deeper trench  and installed a large diameter 
pipe with greater fall to the west .   

Trench gets quite deep as the 
ground was contoured to rise to the 

west to direct surface run off into the lake . 

James forward some photos of his father 1909 model O so we 
can draw comparisons and see the similarities. I understand 
the body is not original.  .  

 The McInnes family 1909 Model O  White Steamer 
on a run to Sorrento Vic in the 1960’s. James 

McInnes photo  . 
The article has also not gone unnoticed in the UK  thanks to 
Derek Rayner, Technical Advizer for Old Glory,  who 
thought the The Steam Car Club of Great Britain would be 
interested in this type of story. The upshot is permission has 
been given for them to use  the Steam Supreme story and to 
this end the  raw text and jpg,s  have been forwarded. .   
 
 Also the comment was volunteered only about 150 Whites 
are known to survive out of the 10,000 made.  
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Holden   Aircleaners  
Phil Randall’s story about dusting his FE Holden’s engine in the outback brought back a few 
memories as testing Air cleaner efficiency was one of my first responsibilities at Holden 
before later graduating to their design.  
  1/  At that time we were using the pancake type with the pleated paper element and during a 
visit from our supplier for a carburettor issue he exclaimed “ that is not one of ours”  . It is a 
fake !  What do you mean I said . Look at the part number on the filter, it is wrong!  The part 
number they have used is for the box it comes in not the filter. Indeed he was right it seems a 
bit of this was going on and Holden had investigators who kept their  eye out for  giveaways 
like spelling mistakes, wrong font and colours of packets being slightly incorrect. This was 
news to me but years later a draughtsman I knew said his father used to spend time in Asia 
going  round suppliers sourcing pirate car parts. Unscrupulous service stations would fit these 
sub standard parts to cars and charge genuine prices for parts they got for nearly nothing.  
Incorrect packaging could give away fake parts ( This is a good genuine one ) 
 
  2/ Another story revolves around aircleaner for the 1985 Commodore . This was our first car with electronic fuel injection and 
used a suitcase type aircleaner with a flat element. We based ours on the German Opel design  and during outback testing I 
observed dust was passing the element. Concerned I did some aircleaner  rig efficiency testing with a range of dust sizes and 
found the element was passing dust below 5 micro a particle size not uncommon in the outback but unknown in Europe. Great 
difficulty was being experienced in sourcing a finer element and we came to a bit of a standoff as I refused to release  the 
German part. I then went on  holidays and , on my return , was somewhat relieved to find a colleague had released the German 

part as there was no real alternative and I now  had my arse covered if it 
ended in tears. Actually all was well with more roads being sealed and 
very few Commodores sold for outback use now 4 WD were becoming a 
viable alternative no issues eventuated.     Warwick Bryce 
Commodore Aircleaner body designed 
by Warwick. 

Note Vanes to distribute air 
uniformly over element for max dust 
capacity. 
 

   The type of element it uses  

                         Bathurst   Posters 
      What brought back memories at the end of the last  “ Real Bathurst “ was the instant 
appearance of a handful of  the now iconic Red and Black HOLDEN  “BATHURST 
NEWS  “ posters at the race finish when the Commodore of Shane van Gisbergen hung 
onto the lead  from Waters Mustang by less than one second for the last 7 laps.   
 I used to go to Bathurst regularly  and every time Holden won out would come  a 
“BATHURST NEWS Holden Victory”  posters for the drivers to display as the finish 

line photos were taken . I used to wonder how they 
got them so quickly and how they knew Holden 
would win . Simple Holden’s  then Motor Sport 
PR man “ Plastic “ Tim Pemberton used to always 
get  10 “Holden Victory” posters printed up 
before hand and on the ready in his brief case in 
the event of a win while  already having the 
printers on standby to do hundreds more by the 
next morning if needed.  
   This time they appeared on queue  but something 
was not  quite right. While Plastic’s  posters would 
have boldly declared a Holden Win these just 
declared Holden  Final Bathurst . We  already 
knew that because with the demise of manufacturing in Australia this was the last race to 
have Holden factory sponsorship irrespective of the result .  Lacking Plastics audacity 
meant missing the opportunity to fully capitalize on theVictory .  
   Shown is a prized one I souvenired from Plastics in 1993 when “ my engine “, the 
Holden V8,  won over Fords and Chevs  thanks to Larry Perkins and his team. According 
to the internet it is now worth about $70 . As for the ones that did not correspond to a 
winning year would they be worth anything now or did Plastic take them behind the pits 
and burn them all before anyone had a chance to see one ?    Warwick Bryce 

at the Time  

at the Time  
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I have just heard from South Africa that despite 
the virus they have managed to have  a Spring 
Festival  while not on the international Stars of 
Sandstones scale none the less it  has been hailed 
as a success. Actually  from other sources I hear 
the virus has not been as severe as expected 
certainly nothing like Europe and the US so the 
fear that it would devastate the local population 
has not materialized to their relief . 
 The highlight of this show was what is believed 
to be the setting a world record for the  largest 
team of Indigenous South African Oxen drawing 
a wagon.  
 Sandstone writes  We breed South African indigenous Afrikaner trek oxen (draught).  Our research clearly indicates that the 
maximum number of oxen ever in spanned was 32.  This was done during the Anglo Boer War and we have a very poor photo 
of them crossing the Wilge River in SA.   
 

  We therefore set out to train 36 oxen to do the same thing and as you can see that has now been achieved and we would like 
to claim the World Record for the most in-spanned to a wagon at any one time.  
I would really like to get your views on this and if it is of interest to the Guinness Book of Records please let us know how we 
should proceed further. With kind regards,   Pasted  screen shot from  Sandstone’s video of 36  Afrikaner trek oxen     

    Actually Guinness book of World Rerecords are not new to Sandstone as in 1999 they set the record for the most number  of 
vintage  tractors ploughing in one field at one time . This started a tit for tat with Australia  for the record  until Ireland spoiled 
the fun since nearly all the tractors over there were vintage at that time.    
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Event Report 

The McInnes family 
1909 Model O  White 
Steamer on a run to 
Sorrento Vic in the 
1960’s.  
James McInnes 
photo  . 


